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47501 1. the audio is excellent and the video is

clean and crisp with the occasional mild static and
compression. the cinematography is limited but
effective. the dialog is clear and the characters'

expressions and body language are well done. the
story is interesting but the characters are all a little

flat. the story revolves around a couple whose
marriage is failing. she is a doctor who is in her third
year of residency at a busy hospital. he is an airline
pilot in the throes of an alcohol addiction. the script
is a bit dark and atmospheric. the dialog is easy to
understand. the script and acting are good enough

to make you think about a future work for them. the
cinematography is limited but effective and the
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direction is by-the-book. the characters are flat and
their relationships do not progress. it is a bit

predictable and the ending is a bit abrupt. despite
some technical problems with the print and audio,
this is a good release that you should check out.
sherlock s01e00 unaired pilot 720p brrip.284 is a
well done mystery. although the dialog is a little
coarse, the story is interesting and well told. the

acting is good and the cinematography is limited but
effective. the plot twists and turns along with the
story. the dialog is well written and the characters

are well developed. despite some technical
problems with the print and audio, this is a very

good release. 5ec8ef588b
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